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Ep. #12340



Emily tells Carly that last night, Parker said if Carly doesnt find Jack soon, shell lose him forever. Carly worries shes running out of time, and calls the private eye who has found a woman who works at the water park who mightve seen Jack. Carly interviews the woman and discovers that Jack was with another woman at the park. Meanwhile, as Jack escorts JJ to the bus stop, Julias ex-husband, Les, shows up, furious that Julia ran out on him and violated their custody agreement. He starts to get physically threatening when Jack returns and rescues her. Chris confides in Bob that theres someone else on his mind. Bob strongly recommends that Chris postpone the wedding until hes absolutely sure that marrying Alison is what he wants, but Chris maintains hes sure hell be the best husband Alison could possibly want. Meanwhile, Alison and Susan are horrified when the wedding champagne flutes arrive and the engraving is wrong. A guilty Chris gallantly insists on handling the problem himself. He takes the glasses to Bay City and returns with the news that the glasses will be re-engraved in time for the wedding. Alison is overjoyed and begins to pull a distracted Chris upstairs. Tempted by Dominics offer, Dusty visits the gym, but remains non-committal. Meanwhile, Craig follows Lucy to Metro. He tells her that Rosanna is at Emmas and could use a visit from Lucy. Lucy accuses Craig of trying to use Rosannas grief to get close to Lucy. Dusty enters and tells Craig to get lost but Craig reminds him hes a co-owner of Metro, and they will be seeing a lot more of him from now on. Once Craig leaves, Dusty says he thinks he knows a way for both Dusty and Lucy to get away from Metro. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 September 2004, 14:00
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